The experimental and theoretical studies of 4-Bromo-3-methylbenzonitrile (4B3MBN) were inspected for electronic structure, vibrational and other properties by Density Functional Theory (DFT). The FTIR (4000-400 cm -1
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Journal of Chemical and Pharmaceutical Sciences mechanical program using VEDA.4.0.Software (Diwaker, 2015) and vibrational modes also calculated through their TED. From the second derivatives of the energy has calculated the FT-IR, Raman frequencies are computing and intensities plots are done by the Gauss sum program. The MEP map had been drawn and Mulliken atomic charge distribution (MA) & Thermo dynamical parameters are resolute by Gaussian 09W software package.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Optimized geometry: The B3LYP/6311++G (d, p) energy values are most probable global minimum energy and good agreement with experiment data (Muhammad Shahid, 2009) . Table. 1, shows the equilibrium geometry parameters of the 4B3MBN molecule for two dissimilar basis sets. Figure. 1, shows the computerized structure of the 4B3MBN molecule with same basis set. The length should be increased between every atom in the calculated values while compared with experimental values because of substituent of the title molecule. The length and angle of the Br substituent are longer value 1.91Å in all other compound bonding. Carbon interactions are short value in the whole molecule. These effects are qualified for the intra charge transformations (ICT) for stability of the molecule. (80)+βHCH(11) υ-stretching; β-in plane bending; δ-Out-Of-plane bending; τ-torsion; TED-Total Energy Distribution Vibrational assignments: There are 41 vibrational assignments are assigns for the 4B3MBN molecule. In the 42 assignments C1 point group symmetry includes the 30 in-plane (β) and 12 out-of-plane (γ) bending vibrations. The experimental and calculated graphical representations of both spectra (FTIR & FTR) are illustrated in the Figure.3 and Figure. 4. The molecule vibrational modes have been separated by 16 stretching (υ), 13 bending, 13 torsion (τ) and 18 CH modes are tabulates in Table. 2. 4B3MBN . In this CH moieties have been listed, six υCH and βCH as well as three torsion and δ bending vibrations. The scenery of the substituent does not align because of these stretching vibrations. The stretching has most feasible frequency between the region at 3100-3000cm -1 (Parr, 1983; Premkumar, 2014 (Mooney, 1964) . The 4B3MBN compound has the strong stretching vibrations in the region of 254, 522 and 1040 cm -1 found from Raman spectrum. Bending vibrations in the FTR spectra occurs in the range of 134, 380 cm -1 and the calculated frequency of the title molecule transpire in the range at 135, 219, 361cm -1 . These vibrations are very well agreed with literature survey (Sundaraganesan, 2005) . CN vibrations: In the CN moieties, stretching frequency is the intensively localized one due to the TED for this frequency contains good contribution from that constant value of stretching force. The benzonitrile compound wavenumbers of stretching vibrations fall in the range 2220-2240cm -1 (Dollish, 1974) . IR intensity modulated depends upon add the substituent to the benzonitrile. In this research compound has been identified at 2338 and 2217cm -1 in Raman and FTIR spectra respectively. The calculated wavenumbers of stretching vibrations at 2331cm -1 coincide with the Raman value. This is the ideal frequency of the whole molecule which confirmed the CN stretching with 89% assignment. The bending vibrations (β) of the title molecule spotted at 134, 380, 548 cm -1 in Raman spectra. These experiment values are well agreement with the calculated frequencies. CC vibrations: There are six equivalents and two out of CC bonding in the 4B3MBN compound and totally eight CC stretching vibrations exist. Generally, the benzene ring υCC vibrational modes fall in the constituency 1650-1200cm -1 (Varsanyi, 1974) . The title compound υCC vibrations are found in the regions at 1203, 1375, 1428, 1459, 1541, 1648, 2217cm -1 and 712, 1040, 1250, 1374, 1416, 1612cm -1 (735, 965, 1022, 1141, 1170, 1209, 1283, 1315, 1343, 1411, 1492, 1569, 1612, 2331cm -1 by theoretically) through IR & Raman spectra, correspondingly. In addition, some other modes are couples with CC bending vibrations (β) are found in the regions at 1023cm -1 and 2217cm
Figure.2. Mulliken charges comparison of two basis sets for 4B3MBN
-1
(1022, 2231cm -1 by theoretically) through spectra respectively. CCCC torsional vibrations: The ring torsions have been assigned in the region at below 800cm-1 which is discussed in present paper referred by earlier reports (Rastogi, 2010) . The IR and Raman spectra peak observe in the regions at 578, 627 cm -1 and 496, 572 cm -1 , respectively. These peaks have been calculated at the region at 73, 144, 208, 277, 402, 472, 580, 648 cm -1 by B3LYP methods which are well merge with observed values. And these wavenumbers are mixed with CCCN torsions in the investigated molecules.
Figure.5. Electrostatic potential map & Counter map for 4B3MBN
Molecular electrostatic potential: The visual representations are the mostly welcomed one compared with other studies. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) is the versatile used visual illustration for find out the reactivity of the molecule which explains through its colors (Prasad, 2015) , hydrogen bonding interactions and biological detection methods (Apoorva Dwivedi, 2014) . The electrophilic and nucleophilic attacks are demonstrated by two different colors. The MEP's of 4B3MBN calculated and drawn by the computational method in Figure. 5. The colors are increased the order of red, yellow, green, blue. The red color starts from negative region for electrophilic reactivity and blue ends with positive region for nucleophilic reactivity regions. The values of the regions increased from red to blue (-9.944 to 9.944) for the title molecule. The carbon, nitrogen and Bromine groups are almost negative electrostatic potential for electrophilic attack. The hydrogen atoms are the positive one for nucleophilic attack. The Mulliken population analysis is showing the electronic charges distribution of the molecules which identified the support of MEP maps. Table. 4. Scale factors have been recommended for an accurate prediction of the zero-point vibration energies (ZPVE), and the entropy (S), vibration (T), Enthalpy, Gibbs free energy, heat energy and minimum energy have been calculated. The margin values of the molecule at room temperature at different methods give the changes in the total entropy. The energies of whole molecules, the change in the total entropy and Self consistent field energy of 4B3MBN at room temperature at different basic sets are also tabulated. These parameters are helpful for the future applications for the researchers and the scientists.
CONCLUSION
The 4B3MBN molecule has been observed FTIR and FTR spectra for experimental studies. The theoretical calculations are performed for the B3LYP/6-311++G (d, p) and (2d, p) method. These basis sets were the best and minimum energy values compared with others. The vibrational assignments with TED % has been predicted and analyzes the vibrational studies. Both experimental and theoretical studies were compared and tabulated. MEP map drawn and explained the different charges and interactions of the molecules. The optimized parameters are the great impact for the above all. At last the thermodynamical parameters were calculated using theoretically.
